The Fray’s hit “Over My __ (Cable Car)” was a worldwide hit in 2005
__ Bridge has three former members of Creed
Third Eye __ led a “Semi-Charmed Life” before “Never Let You Go”
My Own Prison, Human Clay, & Weathered are albums by __
A Fever You Can’t Sweat Out is by Panic At The __
Three Days __ released their eponymous debut album in 2003
Puddle of Mudd’s most well known hit was 2002’s "__"
__ Eleven’s original band name was Rainbow Butt Monkeys
__ 5 sing “This Love”, “She Will Be Loved”, and “Sunday Morning”
2002’s Songs for the Deaf is by __ Of The Stone Age
Every Six Seconds and Back Into Your System are albums by __
All American Rejects had a "Dirty Little ___" in 2005
Their album 14 Shades of Grey contained the hit “So Far Away”
__ for Soup is best known for their song "1985"
Semisonic sang "__ time, one last call for alcohol…”
"Wasting My Time" from the album Fallout is by __
Dave Grohl of Nirvana founded the Foo __ in 1995
This virtual band is made up of 2D, Murdoc, Noodle and Russel
__ Twenty’s lead singer Rob Thomas started a solo career in 2005
In 2001, Five For Fighting had a hit with "__(It's Not Easy)"
They were "Hanging By A Moment" in 2000
Members of Soundgarden and Rage Against The Machine made up __
2004’s "The Reason" by __ is their biggest hit
"__" by 3 Doors Down was a hit in 2000
Their debut album in 2000 was Hybrid Theory
Marcy __ released Shapeshifter in 1999 and MP3 in 2004
Their “Mr. Brightside” is off their debut album Hot Fuss
__ was founded by Amy Lee and Ben Moody
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